BIRD Lucknow conducts its first-ever High-end Workshop on improving
Organizational Effectiveness through Leveraging Technology in Banks for
Chairmen/GM/IT policy-makers of RRBs: 15-16 May 2017

I

n a first of sorts, BIRD Lucknow, organized a High-end Workshop on improving
Organizational Effectiveness through Leveraging Technology in Banks for Chairmen
/ GM / IT policy-makers of Regional Rural Banks on 15th & 16th May 2017. The
programme was sponsored by NABARD, Head Office. 21 Senior Officers from 14 RRBs
attended the two-day programme which was done in a hugely interactive mode.
In keeping with its technology focus, the Workshop was inaugurated by Shri HR Dave,
Deputy Managing Director, NABARD through Video Conferencing. In his address, Shri
Dave stressed on the need for RRBs to ensure that they get adequate return form the IT
assets created, both in terms of reduction in costs as well as improvement in operational
efficiency. Stating that technology-adoption is a given, he wished the Workshop will
provide the appropriate forum for sharing the learnings in this regard and to further plan
for the way ahead. He sought to know from the banks about whether they were
maintaining IT Sinking Fund for replacement of the IT assets, once they reach the end of
their effective life. This was important as continued investments in technology is
required if the RRBs have to stay ahead in the competition.
Six papers were presented during the Workshop on various themes. These included
Mobile App DiGi, SAP HRMS, Bureau link platform for integrating Customer credit
information through a single log in and other initiatives by Pragathi Krishna Grameena
Bank; Bank Sakhi- SHG members working as BC by Grameen Bank of Aryavart; Own data
Centre and other initiatives by Allahabad UP Gramin Bank; ASCROM software, CLORET
utility, AMLOC utility, ETDS module for eTDS return, UCIC module, FASSET module, Bulk
SMS facility- and other IT initiatives of Baroda Gujarat Gramin Bank; “BancSoft”: the
computerized Audit Tool, Selfie account opening with Aadhaar and other IT initiatives of
Kerala Gramin Bank and In-house MIS portal on Internet and other IT initiatives of
Telangana Grameen Bank.
S/Shri BK Srivastava, ED [Retd.], Corporation Bank and KR Kanojia, GM [Operations and
Services], Bank of Baroda served as Experts of the Technical Panel for all the six sessions
and guided the deliberations.
Shri Subrata Gupta, CGM, NABARD, DFIBT, HO actively participated in the Workshop on
the concluding day and gave the HO perspective on technology adoption by RRBs.
As part of the workshop, a pre-dinner session on “Solar Pump Technology and its role in
doubling farmers’ income” was organized wherein experts from KPMG and GiZ gave their
perspectives on the subject. The presentation was followed by interactive session in
which adoption possibilities of this new technology were deliberated.
A live demonstration of Aadhaar-enabled payment through BC of Gramin Bank of
Aryavart was also organized for the benefit of the participants.
The participants of the programme appreciated the efforts of BIRD, Lucknow in
organizing this Workshop as it provided a forum to understand, appreciate and consider
replication possibilities of the various initiatives show-cased.
The programme was co-ordinated by Dr Shyam Garg, FM and Shri Manikumar S, DGM/FM
from BIRD, Lucknow.
A few photographs of the Workshop are appended.

Shri HR Dave, DMD, NABARD addressing the participants through Video Conferencing.
Shri Subrata Gupta, CGM, NABARD, DFIBT is also seen.
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